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Specular and diffuse X-ray scattering are used to study interfacial roughness in Nb/Pd0.81Ni0.19 multilayers
deposited by dc UHV sputtering. The data are analyzed to extract information about the correlated behavior of
interface roughness in both the lateral and vertical directions. X-ray reflectivity is treated quantitatively by
computer-aided simulation and modelling in order to extract values also for the layers thickness. From the
analysis of the diffusive spectra of the reflectivity maps the roughness correlation has been evaluated.
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1. Introduction

In recent years much activity has been devoted to the study of the
interplay between superconductivity (S) and ferromagnetism (F) in
artificial S/F hybrids in which these two antagonistic orderings are
present in spatially separated layers, interacting via the proximity
effect [1,2]. Such great interest is due to the peculiar effects emerging
from the inhomogeneous nature of the superconducting order
parameter induced in the F layer. Signatures of this inhomogeneous
state are: nonmonotonic dependence of the superconducting transi-
tion temperature as a function of the ferromagnetic layer thickness,
Tc(dF), (for an exhaustive review see [3]), nonmonotonic behavior of
the anisotropy coefficient in S/F/S trilayers [4], negative critical current
[5,6] and reversed density of states [7] in Josephson and tunnel S/F/S π-
junctions. At the beginning of this research the experimental investi-
gation was performed on S/F multilayers [3,8–11]. However, also due
to the lack of sample reproducibility, the results of the measurements
were often not conclusive and a clear comparison between the
theoretical predictions and the experimental results could be contro-
versial [12–14]. Even correlations between the observed Tc(dF)
dependencies and the preparation methods (Molecular Beam Epitaxy
or sputtering technique) were suggested [3,15]. Nowadays, it is well
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 known that the superconducting properties of S/F hybrids are strongly

influenced by certain aspects of their structure, for example the
thickness control of each layer [16,17], the flatness [18–20], and the
presence of alloying or interdiffusion at the interfaces [21,22].
Fortunately, the continuous developments in the fabrication techniques
made recently possible the reliable realization of complex heterostruc-
tures consisting of layers of different materials only few nanometers
thick, coupled through high-quality contacts. Lately, even so called
stepped 0–π Josephson junctions, namely junctions with a tailored step
in the thickness of the ferromagnetic layer, were successfully fabricated
[23]. Very recently a complex multilayered structure consisting of up to
more than ten single layers has been employed to observe spin-triplet
superconductivity in ferromagnetic Josephson junctions [24,25]. These
technological progresses are crucial, since the peculiar effects related to
the S/F coexistence are observable in a narrow range of ferromagnetic
thickness of a few nanometers, where structural and magnetic
properties are also critical. Due to the small ferromagnetic thickness
required in these structures, in fact, the thickness and the roughness
of these layers has to be controlled on a sub-nanometer scale. It has
been demonstrated that, for instance, small fluctuation in the layers
parameter, especially in the regionwhere the π-phase takes place, could
affect the shape of the resistive transitions of S/F/S trilayers [26–28].
Moreover, study of interfaces between metals or oxides is important in
view of modification of ultra-thin films grown on different templates
[29] and for optimizing the low-dimensional devices [30,31]. For all
these reasons the preparation of high-quality multilayers should be
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Fig. 1. Superconducting transition curve for the sample KL5.
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supported by a robust characterization of thesekeyphysical parameters.
In this sense X-ray Reflectivity (XRR) provides a nondestructive and
accurate characterization of thin films and multilayers. XRR probes the
intensity of scattered X-rays at small angles, providing information
about film thickness, roughness, and density. These analyses, pursued
for the case of S/N systems (here N stands for normal metal) [32–34],
is lacking in the case of S/F ones. To our knowledge XRR has been
employed on hybrid S/F structures only in the specular condition,
to evaluate the thickness and the roughness of the layers [9,11,13–
15,35–38]. Occasionally Rutherford Backscattering analysis (RBS) has
been also used to determine the layers thickness [15–17] with no
particular focus, however, on the elemental area density or impurity
distribution. We believe that a more systematic study of the structural
properties of heterostructures employed in experiments aimed at the
investigation of the interplay between superconductivity and magne-
tism is fundamental.

In this paper X-Ray reflectivity (XRR) has been employed in
the characterization of a series of high-quality superconducting Nb/
Pd0.81Ni0.19(PdNi) multilayers (containing up to nineteen single
layers) deposited by dc UHV-sputtering. Reflectivity data are treated
quantitatively by computer-aided simulation and modeling in order
to extract values for the interface roughness and the layers thickness.
From the analysis of the diffusive spectra of the reflectivity maps also
the roughness correlation has been evaluated.

2. Fabrication and preliminary characterization of the multilayers

2.1. Growth of Nb/PdNi multilayers

The samples consist of weakly ferromagnetic PdNi and super-
conducting Nb layers. The Nb/PdNi multilayers analyzed in this work
have the following structure: Si/(PdNi/Nb)×m/PdNi, where m is the
number of bilayers in the stack. The samples have nominal Nb and
PdNi layers thickness of dNb=190 Å and dPdNi=20 Å, while different
for the number of bilayers, m=5, 7, 9. In the following we will call
these samples KL5, KL7, and KL9, respectively. The PdNi cap layer has
the same nominal thickness of the internal one. Great care was paid to
samples fabrication in order to provide identical deposition conditions
for all the multilayers in the series. This concern pertains in particular
to the quality of the interfaces and of the layering, as well as to the
thickness control through the whole structures. The multilayers were
deposited by dc magnetron sputtering on Si(100) substrates at room
temperature. The sputtering is a multi-target UHV vacuum system,
equipped with a load-lock chamber. The base pressure in the main
chamber was in the 10−10 mbar range. The load-lock, with a base
pressure of the order of 10−8 mbar, can house up to 6 substrates. In
each deposition run they are transferred one at a time and positioned
exactly in the center of the deposition chamber. The Argon pressure
during the deposition is precisely fixed and monitored to a value of
4×10−3 mbar. The Nb and PdNi layers have been deposited at typical
power of WNb=77 Watt and WPdNi=105 Watt, which correspond
to the rates rNb=1 Å/s and rPdNi=2 Å/s, respectively. This careful
deposition procedure is necessary to exclude fluctuations of the
samples parameters.

2.2. Compositional analysis. Superconducting and magnetic properties

Since the ferromagnetic properties of the PdNi alloy strongly
depends on the Ni content a careful characterization of this quantity
is necessary. To this purpose the Ni concentration in the samples
was checked by Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS). In particular,
to determine the Ni content and the uniformity of the composition
the samples were analysed using a LEO-EVO 50 scanning electron
microscope equipped with an energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS,
Oxford INCA Energy 300). The EDS analysis was performed over
different areas for each film. This investigation pointed out a uniform
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percentage of Ni in PdNi alloy. The result of both the methods gives
the value of 19% for Ni in PdNi alloy which is well above the critical
percentage [39].

The superconducting and magnetic properties of the Nb/PdNi
multilayers have been studied in great details in previous papers
[40–42]. Here in Fig. 1 we show the resistive transition curve for the
sample KL5, which becomes superconducting at T=5.5 K.

Using a Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (Cryogenics Ltd.),
magnetization curves have been measured to observe if magnetism
was established in the hybrids. Due to the small signal coming
from the thin layers of the weakly ferromagnetic alloy a multilayer
with m=14 has been deliberately fabricated in order to increase the
magnetic signal. In Fig. 2 is plotted the M(H) curve measured on
this multilayer which shows that at T=4 K the sample is ferromag-
netic. From that, we calculated the saturation magnetization Msat=
0.33 μB/atom. This value agrees with the one obtained using a SQUID
magnetometer on a single PdNi film (19.2 nm thick) with the same Ni
content [40].

3. Low angle X-ray reflectometry

3.1. The scattering geometry

A Philips X'Pert-MRD high resolution analytic diffractometer
equipped with a four-circle cradle was used to study the X-ray
reflectivity of the samples. A Cu Kα1 (λ=1.5406 Å) source was used at
40 kV and 40 mA. Low angle X-ray measurements were carried out by
using amonochromatic radiation obtained equipping thediffractometer
with a four crystal Ge 220 Bartels asymmetric monochromator and
a graded parabolic Guttman mirror positioned on the primary arm. On
the secondary arm, a parallel thin film collimator guaranteed the
alignment of the reflected beam from the samples to the detector.

In Fig. 3 is shown a schematic drawing of coplanar X-ray reflectivity
measurements performed in the present experiment. The incident
angle, ω, is the angle at which the X-ray beam falls on the sample
surface. The angle between the incident beam and the diffracted beam
is indicated as 2θ. The scattering process involves the wave vectors of
the incident and the scattered wave, qi and q f respectively, defining
the wave vector transfer q=qi−q f. The angular coordinates are
related to wave vector transfer ones according to:

qx =
2π
λ

cosω−cos 2θ−ωð Þð Þ

qz =
2π
λ

sinω + sin 2θ−ωð Þð Þ

representing the components of the wave vector transfer parallel and
perpendicular to the scattering plane. In this way it separates regions
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Fig. 2. Magnetization curve at T=4 K for a Nb/PdNi multilayer with m=14.

(a)

(b)
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of the reciprocal space which are accessible with different scattering
techniques. The region close to q≈0 is the reflectivity region; the
specular part [qx=0, qz≠0)] is governed by the Fresnel laws, while
the non-specular reflectivity region [qx≠0, qz≠0] is governed by
elastic diffuse scattering. For higher wave vector transfer satisfying
the conditions [qx=0, qz≥qzB] or [qx≠0, qz≥qzB] it gets into the
region where the extended reflectivity has to be taken into account.
Here, qzB is the wave vector related to the Bragg reflection with the
lowest Miller index. This region will be not analyzed in the present
experiment. In the reciprocal space, the scattering wave vectors qf

which are accessible for a flat sample are shown in Fig. 3. There are
also two inaccessible semicircular regions corresponding to areas
where either the incident beam or the diffracted beam are below the
horizon of the sample.

3.2. Specular X-ray reflectivity

The reciprocal space of a perfect multilayer within the region of
specular reflectivity is made of equidistant points along the qz axis, the

so-called Bragg-like reflections. Their spacing Λ1 = qzj−qzj−1 =
2π
d
,

j≥2 being an integer, is inversely proportional to the super-period
d=dNb+dPdNi of the multilayer. The intensity of the Bragg-like
reflections can be modulated by additional maxima between them,
known as Kiessig fringes [43]. In our case, m-1 (with m=5, 7, 9)
maxima in between two Bragg-like reflections for a sample with mио

те
Fig. 3. Scattering geometry; ω is the incident angle, 2θ is the scattered angle. The wave
vector transfer q=qf−qi is also drawn.
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Nb/PdNi bilayers can be expected. These maxima are spaced by

Λ2 = qzk−qzk−1 =
2π
t
, with k=2, …, m and t representing the whole

sample thickness. In Fig. 4 we show the specular X-ray reflectivity
patterns of the multilayers with m=5 (sample KL5, panel a), m=7
(sample KL7, panel b) and m=9 (sample KL9, panel c).

The wave vector at which the X-rays intensity starts to drop off
represents the critical wave vector, qzc, related to the total reflection of
the X-rays (for qbqzc) and electron density of the uppermost layer.

As the wave vector increases (qNqzc), the X-rays start to penetrate
into the samples instead of reflecting off on it.When the incident beam
penetrates all the way through the samples to either the substrate or
the next layer down, Bragg-like reflections are observable. The main
periodic Bragg-like reflections demonstrate the good stratification of
(c)

Fig. 4. Experimental (black line and scatter) and calculated (red line) specular
reflectivities of the different multilayers: (a) KL5, (b) KL7, and (c) KL9. Insets:
enlargements of the spectra showing Bragg-like reflections and Kiessig fringes due to
the multilayers periodicity.

image of Fig.�4


(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. The PdNi (open symbols) and Nb (closed symbols) layer roughness as a function
of the layer number for the different multilayers: (a) KL5, (b) KL7, and (c) KL9.
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the samples with a defined modulation wavelength associated with
the multilayered structure. At the first Bragg-like order, the bandpass
of the multilayers is proportionally more pronounced for the KL9
sample (37%) compared with KL5 (34%) and KL7 (30%) ones. From a
comparison among the X-ray reflectivity patterns, the progressive
damping of the scattered intensity is slightly weaker for KL7 sample
with respect KL5 and KL9 samples. This is an indication that for the
sample KL7 the interfaces are, in average, less rough. From Fig. 4, the
large number of very well identified and regularly spaced Kiessig
fringes (see the insets) between two neighboring Bragg-like ones,
with pronounced peaks and valleys, gives clear evidence for defined
interfaces through the different layers. The patterns show the number
m-1 of diffraction orders expected from samples with m=5, 7 and 9,
respectively. Their positions and amplitudes are related to the whole
sample thickness and to the surface roughness. From the spacing in qz
of the Kiessig fringes the totalmultilayers thickness can be determined
by fitting procedures. The simulation curves reported in Fig. 4 were
obtained with the Parratt algorithm [44] taking roughness into
account according to Nevot and Croce [45]. Within the fit procedure,
the roughness of each single layer was supposed to be independent on
the roughness of other layers (the case of uncorrelated roughness).
As it can be observed, the agreement between the fit procedure and
the experimental patterns is excellent up to higher measured wave
vectors transfer. The fit gives the mean thickness of the single layers
as well as the value of the sample roughness (see Table 1). In the
framework of thefittingmodel,wededuce that the thickness of Nb and
PdNi layers is constant in the multilayer structure, while the values
of the root-mean-square roughness, σ, are in general smaller for the
internal layers (4–8 Å) and larger for the bottom and the capping
layers (8–11 Å). The distribution of the roughness of the single layers
in the samples as resulted by the fitting procedure, is shown in Fig. 5.
These results point out that the layering quality of the samples does
not dependonm. The obtained values listed in Table 1 for the thickness
of the Nb and PdNi layers are in excellent agreement with the nominal
ones estimated by measuring the deposition time during the growth.
Moreover, the KL7 sample shows the smoother average roughness at
the interfaces as already suggested by the damping of X-ray reflectivity
patterns seen above.

3.3. Diffuse X-ray reflectivity

The diffuse X-ray reflectivity depends on in-plane component,
qx, of the wave vector transfer and brings information on the details
of the lateral ordering of the interface roughness profiles [46] as well
as the vertical replications of the roughness from one interface to
another of the multilayers. These unique information are relevant
for the properties of the multilayers and also for the feedback on the
growth process itself.

Experimentally, the X-ray reflectivity reciprocal space map in the
region [qx≠0, qz≠0] is the proper tool to study the main features
of the interfacial roughness. As an example, Fig. 6 shows the X-ray
reflectivity reciprocal space map of the sample KL9. The vertical
rod in the Fig. 6 is the specular one corresponding to qx∼0. A set of
Bragg-like spots appear along the specular line at qz=nΛ1, n being an
integer, the order of Bragg-like diffraction. Moreover, Kiessig spots atБи
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Table 1
Samples parameters obtained from the simulation of the experimental XRR patterns of
the three analyzed multilayers. Here m is the number of period in the structures, dNb
and dPdNi are the thickness of the Nb and the PdNi layers, respectively. The average
values of the roughness corresponding to each layer is also indicated.

m dNb(Å) σNb(Å) dPdNi(Å) σPdNi(Å)

5 187.4 8.3 22.0 7.2
7 187.1 8.0 23.3 7.1
9 187.1 5.4 20.8 7.2
qz=kmΛ2 (where km is an integer) in between the Bragg-like spots are
observable.

Each Bragg-like spot is crossed by a diffuse line that extends along
the lateral qx direction; many lines are observed in our samples. These
structures correspond to the so-called Bragg stripes arising from
the resonant diffuse scattering [47]. As a function of the degree of
vertical replication of the thickness fluctuations from layer to layer,
various cases with specific scattering behaviors can be identified:
perfectly smooth interfaces (no roughness), perfect replication
with intrinsic roughness (identical interfaces), fully uncorrelated
roughnesses (no replication), and partially correlated interfaces
[47,48]. For uncorrelated layers, the diffuse scattering is the incoherent
sum of the scattering from individual layers added to the specular rod.
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Fig. 6. Reciprocal space reflectivity map of the multilayer KL9.
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The intensity is therefore spread in the reciprocal space. From the
shown measurements, it can be deduced that our multilayers have
an interfacial roughness that is partially correlated from one layer
to another. This is testified by the occurrence of such Bragg stripes in
the reported reciprocal space maps centered on the Bragg-like spots
with diffuse scattered intensity along the qx direction [46,49]. Because
of beam refraction [47], these stripes are curved in the [qx, qz] plane
giving rise to the so-called “bananas” structures [47].

The qz width, Δqz, at a given qx characterizes the decay length of
the cross correlation between interfaces for a given spatial wave-
length. Thus, their qz spread is related to the degree of roughness
replication i.e. to the inverse of the cross correlation length [49,50].
The Bragg stripes have finite thickness qz given approximately by

Δqz =
2πn
dm�, where m* is the effective number of bilayers over which

the roughness is correlated [50]. In the case of fully correlated
roughness, m*=m is the whole number of Nb/PdNi bilayers of the
samples.

From the measurement of the width of the Bragg stripes, one can
estimatem*=9 for the sample KL9. Analogously, from the reflectivity
space maps, m*=5 and m*=7 was obtained from KL5 and KL7
samples, respectively. The estimations reported above point out that
the samples have at least a strong correlated roughness or, as extreme
case, a complete correlation. Finally, in addition to the Bragg-like spots
and Bragg stripes, one can observe, symmetrically about the specular
line, some inclined lines emerging from the Bragg-like spots of lowest
orders (see Fig. 6). Their origin may be attributed to dynamically
resonant effects of multiple specular reflection and extinction of the
scattered radiation [47].
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4. Conclusions

In conclusion, high-quality Nb/PdNi multilayers having both
superconducting and ferromagnetic orders and prepared by UHV
sputtering, show interesting structural features that can be interpreted
in terms of typical coherent and diffuse scattering processes. X-ray
diffraction measurements are useful to determine structural proper-
ties of these hybrids. In particular, the average roughness of each layer
has been evaluated and numbers are smaller for the internal layers and
larger for the top and bottom ones. Diffuse X-ray reflectivity spectra
indicate that roughness is highly correlated along the different layers
and preserved up tom=9. Our study shows that Nb/PdNi multilayers
present good layering properties which are crucial in view of possible

Б

applications of this kind of structures in the field of spintronics and
superconducting electronics [1,51].
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